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“Modern physics teaches us that even empty space has a kind of structure and it is charged with
energy. The void is never so “empty” as we imagine: it is rather our lack of sensory organs, which
leads us to believe that there may be gaps. “
( Peter Nilson, 1991)
(Translation Louise Åkerlund)

Abstract

[ ] is a project based on the General Theory of Relativity. General Theory or the General Theory of
Relativity is the geometric theory of gravitation published by Albert Einstein in 1916. It is the current
description of gravitation in modern physics. This theory can shortly be described as: gravitation is
not a force but a curvature of room and time. This curvature appears near a massive object.
This curvature builds a fourth dimension which we cannot see. For me is this fourth dimension is in
everything But the things we can see, in all voids.
I´ve created a women swear collection based on seven outfits all in black, because black represents a
lack of color, the original void and emptiness. These outfits have curvations in different directions and
when this curvature appears, the voids also appear.
In the distance you see a silhouette in which curvatures and directions are visualized, but if you take a
step closer you´re able to see the voids that make up my fourth dimension. In some places you can see
a structure underneath a layer of tulle, in others you can vaigly see a placed print. On some
garment buttons is shaped in the same direction as the fabric is curved, one garment becomes darker
and darker and is released in compact leather, a different fiber is burned out, forming a fragile
settlement. Jewellery such as rings and necklaces are made of tin and transparent epoxy to create a
space there as well.
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Background

“When studying general relativity, you´re able to imagine a beauty world that we never reach with our
senses. Many researchers have suggested to observe that it is the most beautiful theories that work best, the
truth of nature holds a mysterious elements of aesthetics. “
(Peter Nilson, 1991)
(Translation, Louise Åkerlund)
General relativity is (unlike the special) very complicated, but can be summarized as:A gravitational field
is a change in the actual space and time near a massive object. This distortion makes objects move so that it
looks like they are affected by a force.
All free objects move in the shortest possible paths in this curved space. These shortest paths are called
geodesics.The curvature of space is a function of mass and energy.(Elektronisk) (http://www.ne.se/lang/
allmänna-relativitetsteorin) Nationalencyklopedin, (2011-04-03).

Our rooms are three-dimensional, and the curvature is
relatively an imperceptible fourth dimension (not time).
Our human brains can not think in four dimensions, so we
can not paint a single picture of this scenario.
A two-dimensional world (ie a surface) can be bent if it
exists inside a three dimensional world. Similarly, our
three dimensional world to be curved inside a
four-dimensional world. This we can not visualize.
(elektronisk)http://www.google.sehttp://wapedia./Space(elektronisk)http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rumtime_curvature.(2011-02-01)
tid(2010-12-05)
This fourth dimension is called spacetime. Spacetime is
an amalgamation of space and time to a device, where
time forming an extra fourth dimension together with
the room’s three common dimensions: length, width and
height. A point in the four-dimensional spacetime is called
an event. (elektronisk)(http://www.ne.se/lang/rumtid) Nationalencyklopedin,(2011-02-03).
The concept of spacetime introduced by German
mathematician Hermann Minkowski in 1908 as a way to
give a geometric description of the changes of time and
space that Albert Einstein formulated his special theory of
relativity in 1905. Relativistic phenomena such as length
contraction and time dilation can be described as the
coordinate system that describes various “observers” .
(elektronisk)http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rum(elektronisk)http://www.google.se/imgres?imgurl=http://
tid(2010-12-04)
www.new-science-theory.com/space-time(2010-12-18)

Perception of the outside world (their “referens”) is rotated relative to one another in spacetime. (This does
require a bit more complex representation of spacetime than simply adding the time as a fourth dimension –
a so-called Minkowskirum.)
In the General Relativity theory ”rumtidsbegreppet” was extended, so that the four-dimensional spacetime
can be viewed as a “surface” in a room with more dimensions. In the absence of massive objects and accelerated motion is the “surface” plane and straight forward, but under the influence of gravitational forces, or
in accelerated motion,curves that plot in the new dimension direction and the previously straight coordinate
lines are curved geodetic lines in a “curved” spacetime. Such an extra dimension is really only one way
to illustrate the curvature of spacetime. Mathematically usually the General Theory of Relativity describe
spacetime as a fourth spatial dimension with non-Euclidean properties. (elektronisk)http://sv.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Rumtid(2010-12-05)

The reason I chose to work on this topic is my huge fascination for anything outside our visible world, the
things we can only dream about. For me, everything you see and read about when it comes to astronomy
becomes almost like a fantasy only because it is in real life so difficult to understand.
And of course I do not understand everything I read about, I can understand in broad terms but when you
start to think of these huge amount of masses and distances everything becomes almost like a dream, maybe
it’s some sort of defense mechanism that comes into play to avoid having to give me vertigo every day .
I have scaled down the information and made it my own, in my own world the fourth dimension looks like
this, to make it manageable.
If no one else can not see nor visualize the spacetime, why would I, but I have now chosen to do it in my
own way, in a world far from reality.

Aim

To make a collection that will visualize a void, the structure and apperance of empty space.

Development
For me this forementioned fourth dimension is a structure of everything you do not see, in all the empty
space, in all voids.
One idea was to work with and portray negative space, but in that way it becomes positive and that would
speak against each other. But to instead take advantage of the negative space, to create this.
Working with empty space in the garment. Both between different layers in the garment but also between the
garment and the spectator.
To perciev these, I wanted to work with transparent materials, materials in which one can only see through
a little bit in combination with other solid materials to somehow try to get a depth in the garments which I
think is lost if one only use opaque materials.
Invisibility and transparency have been the words that followed me throughout this project.
Invisibility is the state of an object that can not be seen. The term is usually used in fantasy or sciense fiction
and where objects are made invisible through magic or technology. However, the invisibility also occur in
reality.Since objects can be seen by light in the visible spectrum from a source reflecting off their surfaces
and hitting the viewer’s eye, the natural form of invisibility an object which neither reflects nor absorbs
light. In nature, this is called transparency. However, there is no natural material that is 100 percent
transparent.
Invisibility also depends on the viewer’s eye or the instruments used. An object can be invisible to a human, but not for an instrument, invisible to an animal, but not for a man, and so on . (elektronisk)http://
sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osynlighet(2011-04-29)

Transparency (optics) describe materials like window glass, water and rock crystal is transparent to visible
light. Colored Transparent materials are absorbing some of the colors in the visible spectrum. A homogeneous refractive index describes the interaction between light and the transparent material. The light spreads
along straight lines.
Translucent (translucent) is a term that is not quite the same thing as transparency. This means that light
passing through, but you can not clearly identify details behind the luminous material. Examples are glass
and opal glass. The reason is that light is spread at inhomogeniter and interfaces within the material.
(elektronsik)http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transparens(2011-04-27)

To illustrate invisibility in movies they often make objects move around something, for example, when rain
falls around something you do not see. A slight blur can also be used to provide a more luminous effect than
transparent.
Another way is apparent invisibility in which reality is replaced by a picture in which reality itself illustrates
the invisibility with by technology also occurs.

In some works, magical invisibility is “psychic” invisibility; while the character could be normally seen by
anyone who notices him, the magic distracts anyone who actually could notice him. Such invisibility can be
betrayed by mirrors or other reflective surfaces.
Where magical invisibility is concerned, the issue may arise of whether the clothing and items carried by the
invisible wearer/carrier are also rendered invisible. In general, they are, but in some instances, clothing remains visible and must be removed for the full invisibility effect. (Elektronisk)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Invisibility(2011-04-16)
Pepper’s ghost is an illusionary technique used in theater and in some magic tricks. Using a plate glass and
special lighting techniques, it can make objects seem to appear or disappear, or make one object seem to
morph into another.
In order for the illusion to work, the viewer must be able to see into the main room, but not into the hidden
mirror room. The edge of the glass may be hidden by a cleverly designed pattern in the floor. Both rooms
may be identical mirror-images; this approach is useful in making objects seem to appear or disappear. This
effect can also be used to make an actor reflected in the mirror appear to turn into an actor behind the mirror
(or vice versa). (Elektronsik)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peppers(2010-12-05)

(elektronsik)http://www.houdi.se/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/peppers_ghost.
jpg(2010-12-14)

One idea was to work with mirrors in the garments or in my sketch method to create some kind of illusions
I could not help myself just start trying out different forms and techniques without really explaining them,
which was very frustrating at first but which in retrospect feels very good.

Mc Escher
Drawing Hands is a lithograph printed in 1948.
It images a sheet of paper out of which rise two hands,
facing each other and in the paradoxial act of drawing one
another into existence. Although Escher used paradoxes in
his works often, this is one of the most obvious examples,
(elektronsk)http://www.mcescher.com(2011-04-25) and
correspont fairly well with Nilsons quote,
“>> Rooms <<and>> time <<must be created simultaneously with everything else in the universe. If an alien
universe is created here and now, it also created a new place
and another time, and we can not know any of them. “
(Peter Nilson, 1991)
(Translation Louise Åkerlund)

(elektronsik)http://2.bp.blogspot.com/320/250px-DrawingHands.jpg(2011-01-15)

Rachel Whiteread
Rachel often work with texture, surfaces, voids and
presence. work that includes casts of the outer spaces of
mattresses and mortuary slabs, inner spaces of hot-water
bottles, undersides of tables and chairs, the spaces beneath
floorboards and impressions of books on shelves. These
were executet in a variety of materials - plaster, resin, rubber
and plastic, in quiet monochrome and jewel-like colour.
(elektronsik)www.sculpture.org.uk/biography/RachelWhiteread(2011-04-30)

(elektronsik)http://sebald.files.wordpress.com/2010/02/
rachel-whiteread-stacks.(2011-02-17)

Olafur Eliasson
Olafur often combines science with art, almost as Esher.
He works a lot with light and shadows in harmonious
combinations.

(elektronisk)http://www.kiesler.org/cms/media/your_
space_embracer.jpg(2011-03-10)

Siluette
A binary star is a star system consisting of two stars orbiting around their common center of mass. The
brighter star is called the primary and the other is its companion star, the secondary. (Bergstrand. 1925)
Approximately 40% percent of all star systems consisting of two or more stars. One can define a region
around each star in which material is gravitationally bound to the star.This region is called the Roche lobe.
Together with the other star’s Roche lobe, formed a “crest” in which material can pass between the valleys.
(elektronsik) http://www.ne.se/lang/dubbelstjärna, Nationalencyklopedin( 2011-04-02).

(elektronsik)http://www.google.se/imgres?imgurl=http://www.popsci.com/files/
(2010-11-29)

I have chosen to work with the binary star Sirius to create my silhouettes, Sirius is the brightest star on the
night sky seen from Earth. And consists of Sirius A and Sirius B, where Sirius B is circulating around Sirius
A. I have selected seven points from the schedule below to work with. I´ve imagined that the person you see
is A and that sirius B (not shown) is placet at seven different locations around and borrows material.
I have worked with the whole body, something happens from almost every angle. Not only the front and
back but also from the side. I think it’s important to work with the silhouette from the side also, especially
since this collection is to be displayed on a catwalk, then you will actually see the garments from the side
during most of the time.

(elektronsik)http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/~luca/astr/Topics-Extrasolar/Images/SiriusBinaryOrbit(2011-03-15)

Color

Black is a color that can be defined as the absence of all other colors, or the presence of pigments of all
colors. The reason that some of the eye appears black is that no visible color reflected.
Black represents a lack of color, the original void and emptiness. (elektronsik)www.ne.se/lang/svart, Nationalencyklopedin(2011-05-01)

Material

“Stars harder than diamonds, stars thinner than all earthly vacuum. Stars smooth as ice,where a
mountain range is not able to travel more than a fraction of a millimeter. Compact stars, vibrating as
church bells. Greedy stars who devour their neighbors, symbiotic stars who borrow material to each
other, red and white stars, giants and dwarfs, neutron stars that whirl around hundreds of times per
second. “
(Peter Nilson, 1991)
(Translation Louise Åkerlund)

Print

By cutting a picture of the moon in stripes and
photograph it in a videoscope I´ve created two
placed prints witch I´ve made in different
versions.

Sketches/ Draping methods
In the case of garments, I have worked with an entire outfit more than single garments, the garments can be
moved around but is in many places, adapted to fit the second part of the outfit where it originally belongs.
I have alternated between my drawing techniques using pencil and paper, blackboard images, to drape on the
half scale dummie to draping in full size.
Of some clothes I have made several tests before I sewed in the real fabric, while some I’ve done directly in
the real fabric.
As a draping method, I´ve created a shape by sewing circles of different sizes together. It really began after I
found the image on the hidden dimensions, and tried to recreate this image in fabric I sewed circles together,
since then this structure has come to be repeated in several places in my collection, and is for me the structure of a void.
Infact an exemplary example of a curvature is that of a circle, which everywhere has curvature equal to the
reciprocal of its radius. Smaller circles bend more sharply, and hence have higher curvature.
The curvature of a smooth curve is defined as the curvature of its osculating circle at each point.(elektronisk)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curvature(2011-04-28)

(elektronisk)http://www.google.se/imgres?imgurl=http:/(201011-12)

Result/ Lineup

In the distance you see a silhouette in which curvatures and directions are visualized, but if you take a step
closer you´re able to see the voids that make up my fourth dimension. In some places you can see a structure
underneath a layer of tulle, in others you can vaigly see a placed print. On some garment buttons is shaped in
the same direction as the fabric is curved, one garment becomes darker and darker and is released in
compact leather, a different fiber is burned out, forming a fragile settlement. Jewellery such as rings and
necklaces are made of tin and transparent epoxy to create a space there as well.

Outfit Nr 1
Viscose shirt where the fabric gets drawn agains left shoulder.
Pants with ausbrenner print at the bottom.

Outfit Nr 2
Pants with curvature under knees.

Outfit Nr 3
Creped viscose shirt with a curvature at right shoulder.
skirt in wool and tulle.

Outfit Nr 4
Creped viscose shirt with fabric getting drawn against right side.
Skirt with draping at right side.

Outfit Nr 5
Dress in tricot, silk chiffon and fleece.

Outfit Nr 6
Dress/shirt without sleeves, draped fabric at the front.
Organza pants.

Outfit Nr 7
Dress in organza and tricot with tulle at the front.
Jacket in grey wool fading down to black and with a curavature in the back.

Jewelry
By Emelica Lidman

Reflection
When I started this project, I was thinking backwards. I started thinking about how I wanted to present the
work both at the examination and at the exhibition. Then came the sound that I wanted to use, audio recordings of pulsars to the fashion show, but also which mood the images would have, and that I would document
the show with a super 8 camera. After reading a lot of literature and made my own interpretation of the background, silhouettes and shapes could emerge.
When I see the collection in its entirety, I think it can work in several ways. The idea of it being displayed
on a catwalk has always been at the back of my head. And that it should be visually attractive has also been
a target. Some garments are more “experimental” and works better on a show while some of the garments
could also be worn for everyday use .
The structure of the collection could be compared with, for example, Fifth Avenue shoe repairs ways to build
a collection, where they each season work with relatively simple components of basis and then also make
showpieces wish is not send to production.
I can also see my collection at a exhibition where people are able to look closer to the garments. To give it
more time. Along with the photos, sounds, an overall sense There is probably in this context I think it belongs best. Where you can let all the parts and details appear. Things that are not visible on a catwalk.
Working with lighting at both an exhibition as well as for photographing the work feels like something very
important to take into account. Working with light in the right way can lead to the garment’s depth really
strengthened and can also give a feeling of more depth than perhaps it really is. For the surfaces not to feel
flat. From this one would certainly be able to develop new forms to work on.
I would like to see that this project did not end here, that it could be developed. By creating outfits both to
the more commercial direction but also to make some parts much more experimental. It would be a shame to
just hang it at a closet and let it be forgotten, I want it to live its own life the same way that it can stand for
its own. I want it to be interesting without being forced to explain everything.
It was in the beginning of this project very difficult and stressful to not have any idea of how I would visualize my theme. I tend to usually come up pretty early in the process about what to do. But I learned to accept
that and work from there, to let it take time and not take hasty decisions. I probably thought at the beginning
that the garments would be more “experimental” and not as dressed like they were in the end. But I’m very
happy because they were wearable, it feels like they gets more valuable now, that they might actually be interesting after a long time has passed, instead of me getting tired of them after a month. Therefore, I am very
happy with the results.

As a designer, I have learned to trust myself and my decisions. It is, after all, no one other than myself who
will be forced to stand up for this collection after I graduated from here.
That I have believed in my idea through the whole process has obviously helped get thru it.
I have also learned to accept steps in the process when you´re completaly stuck, although it feels very heavy,
I can not in any way accelerate them.
In this collection the fit has been extremely important, as well as shape and expression. This has been very
difficult to put together, fit has been particularly difficult especially when all the models look different, but
it’s something I have really tried to work on. To try the garments on a model is something I have become
better at but I really should do even more because I now realize how important it is. I have challenged myself sewing wise. Not that I´ve really felt that I had trouble with it before, but there are of course still infinitely more things left to learn.
And to round off, I would conclude with one last quote ....
“High-quality energy breaks down and becomes heat, the energy form in the physical sense is the worst of
all.”
(Peter Nilson, 1991)
(Translation, Louise Åkerlund)

Vocabulary
Binary star
A binary star is a star system consisting of two stars orbiting around their common center of mass. The
brighter star is called the primary and the other is its companion star, comes, or secondary. Research between
the early 19th century and today suggests that many stars are part of either binary star systems or star
systems with more than two stars, called multiple star system.
(elektronsik)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_star(2011-04-10)
Black
Black is a color that can be defined as the absence of all other colors, or the presence of pigments of all
colors. The reason that some of the eye appears black is that no visible color reflected.
Black represents a lack of color, the original void and emptiness.(elektronsik)www.ne.se/lang/svart, Nationalencyklopedin(2011-05-01)
Curvation
In mathematics, curvature refers to any of a number of loosely related concepts in different areas of
geometry. Intuitively, curvature is the amount by which a geometric object deviates from being flat, or
straight in the case of a line, but this is defined in different ways depending on the context.
(elektronisk)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curvature(2011-04-28)
Invisible
Since objects can be seen by light in the visible spectrum from a source reflecting off their surfaces and
hitting the viewer’s eye, the most natural form of invisibility (whether real or fictional) is an object that
neither reflects nor absorbs light (that is, it allows light to pass through it). In nature, this is known as
transparency, and is seen in many naturally occurring materials (although no naturally occurring material is
100% transparent). (elektronisk)http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osynlighet(2011-04-29)
Materia
Material is anything made of matter constituted of one or more substances.
(elektronsik)www.ne.se/lang/materia, Nationalencyklopedin, (2011-04-29).
Pulsar
Pulsar, known as a rotating neutron star that generates regular pulses of radiation with wavelengths from
radio waves to gamma rays. (elektronsik)www.ne.se/lang/pulsar, Nationalencyklopedin(2011-02-10)
Space
Space is the area provided for a particular purpose. It may have two dimensions (length and width), such as
a floor, or it may have three dimensions (length, width, and height). Space includes the background, foreground and middle ground. Space refers to the distances or areas around, between or within components of a
piece. There are two types of space: positive and negative space.
Positive space
Positive space refers to the space of a shape representing the subject matter.
Negative space
Negative space refers to the space around and between the subject matter.
(elektronisk)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elements_of_art(2011-04-17)

Transparency (optics)
Used for the characterization of materials. Ordinary window glass, water and rock crystal is transparent
to visible light. Colored translucent materials are absorbing some of the colors in the visible spectrum. A
homogeneous refractive index describes the interaction between light and the transparent material. The light
spreads along straight lines.
Translucent (translucent)
Is a term that is not quite the same thing as transparency. This means that light passing through, but you
can not clearly identify details behind the by illuminating the material. Examples are glass and opal glass.
The reason is that light is spread at inhomogeniter and interfaces within the material. (elektronsik)http://
sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transparens(2011-04-27)
Visible
The visible spectrum is the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that the human eye can perceive
Void
In astronomy, voids are the empty spaces between filaments, the largest-scale structures in the Univers.
(elektronisk)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Void_(astronomy)(2011-01-25)
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